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This game is too repetitive to recommend.. Very underrated game. It is definitely not a game for everyone. It is very clunky and
hard to begin with, horrible UI, Hard to play even on easy difficulty, but on the other hand it gives great storyline, which has
similar style to Metal Gear Solid games, which made me care for characters. It has quite unique gameplay with tons of action
and explosions like if Michael Bay had to do something with this, and all in general this game really reminds me of MGS games.
The game is only 6h long though.
Lots of people say, that they can't even run the game, I personaly use win 10 and had no crashes or other issues.

9\/10.. Great game i see a lot of potential! but! I would hope to get some U.S servers soon!!! I get super glitchy in fights and
sometimes i dont even see them....I am still currently playing the game and hopefully it gets better. Overall i do recommend the
game as a battle royal cause its something different and more unique.. this game is really fun with friends. This game
is♥♥♥♥♥♥ not the original RTS but some half-baked crap that is not as good as War&Peace and not as bad as Ubisoft games.
Risky middleground.

Don't do it.
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First and foremost I was following the development of this game for quite some time. It caught my eye and I was really
interested in it. I understand that the game has a small team but it was in development for two years and is now released as early
access. Generally that is a death sentence for indie games because all the hype is lost and leaves a bad taste in the players mouth
to have a not even 1/8th finished game. At its current state I don't believe its worth it, and even if it did get to that point it would
not have enough traction to kick-off. Not to mention the fact that people with equivalent resources have made complete games
with 7 day game jam competitions.

What you get right now:
Buggy lobbies
Desyncing
Few game modes
Few power ups
Shoddy controls
A map maker that barely functions
Buggy UI

Save your money. If this game is up your alley follow it and wish-list it. At its current state it is nowhere near completed..
Possibly one of the best games I have ever played. Definitely worth the money, and I will be playing this game for many hours
to come.. really good gameplay love the series. Space Garden is cute & addictive. It's great way to waste some time if you want
to play something but you don't want to pay that much attention. However, it's pretty short. I got over half the achievements in 2
hours of playtime. With that being said, it's worth the small price I paid for it. (I got it on sale.). Lacks Content.. Overall I was
very amused by this one - there are some delightfully tongue-in-cheek references to classic and more contemporary fantasy
tales, and wandering the kingdom was a nice break from solving hidden Object games in rooms. This game will definitely be a
treat for the princess in your life .. or your inner princess.. Have you ever read the interactive book, in which you - from time to
time - have to make a choice and go to the indicated page to progress further? This game is electronic version of this, except
there is much more pictures and less to read. You go from one location to another and have few choices presented. Bad choices
often make you lost one life, and when you lost all three it's game over and you have to start from the begining.

And here comes the biggest flaw of this game for which I'm giving the negative opinion. I don't know, maybe I'm dumb, but
usually I can't find a slightest hint in story what I should do to avoid the trouble and thus not losing my life. So in the end it's
pure trial and error slugfest, and with neccesity to remember the correct answers for next gameplays (because you'll die even if
you're lucky sooner or later) this game becomes a boring chore without slighest trace of engagement from the player.. It's just
Royal Defense with boats...
Can only advise this to players that have never played a tower defense game before.. 10/10 would be crushed by Uncle Lou's
huge arms again. its good my only down side is the cart has no floor in it ???
which is a lil off putting and I was hoping for an insane track
a lil like the old coaster simulator like you'd find in old arcades

6.5 \/ 10
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